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For over 25 years, Miprotek has been developing control systems for the asphalt industry. In order to improve our fourth 
generation system MIPRO M4, we analyzed the experiences of over 500 automated systems from all major manufactures 
worldwide, in order to offer our customers the most advanced, optimized software.

Visualization
Visualization is based on the graphic engine MigaLive. This function, depending upon the complexity of the production plant, has 

a fluid animated display, with up to 20 frames per second. It offers intuitive operation from multiple monitors simultaneously.

Secure for the Future
MIPRO M4 runs on Windows 8 and exclusively uses readily available international 
PC and control components. So it remains independent and open to international 
standards and national certifications. The I/O level is decentralized and flexibly 
connected via Phoenix Interbus-components. Real-time functionality in 5ms cycles is 
realized via Phoenix ILC.

Flexibility
The control system was developed based on object-oriented methods in order to 
be as flexible and efficient as possible in implementing the various procedural and 
administrative tasks of the modern asphalt factory. 

Variances
Depending on the scope of the plant components, the control system can function 
on 1 to 4 monitors. Likewise, the control architecture allows for partial automation of 
production, including the skip hoistway, burner control or the addition of special 
additives such as foamed bitumen or RAP materials. Optionally, the complex 
Asphalthek can be replaced by a simplified database system for recipe entry and analyzing 
processes.

Transparency
The system automatically stores event messages, batch-related protocols, production 
logs, and cumulative consumption and energy quantities. Based on this information, 
a complete transparency of the entire production process is attainable via the 
Asphalthek. All compiled data can be printed in reports and interfaces or transferred to 
external programs. 
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The automation in MIPRO M4 can be divided into 3 areas: drying, cold feeding and mixing. Drying can be started and shut-off  
either fully automated or semi-automated (in groups). Depending on the individual requirements, pre-selected dosage recipes 
can be started automatically with the choice of either a time-phased function or immediate dosing. Installed functions for drying 

and dosage include:

Drying
 Sequential start-up and shutdown of the plant in groups, semi- or fully
 automatic mode (One-click Start).
 In the event of a failure, the graphical element will display a flashing red
 colour and a message with an additional button to automatically access 
  the corresponding I/O modules for output, feedback and fault input. Via 
  a simple mouse click, the system can then be set in repair mode in order 
  to test the I/O path. This simplifies failure analysis and significantly 
 reduces plant downtime. 
 Context sensitive parameters provide quick access to all the settings of an
 aggregate via right-clicking the graphical icon. Similarly, a context-sensitive 
  help function opens windows of  all I/O modules which are connected with 
  the aggregate.

Burner and Vacuum Settings
	The settings for burners and vacuums can be optimized at runtime based on current usage trends. 
	Additional energy-reducing settings can be pre-selected to comply with permitted energy limits or automatically reduced 
 power in order to enable a resource- and cost-saving production.

Cold Feeding
 Each feeder can be loaded with up to 16 different materials, with only the volumetric parameters of one characteristic
 necessary.
 Choose immediate start or delayed start to adjust to the individual times required by the various materials to pass through the
 drum. 
 Automated volumetric measurement of feeders and belt scales.
 Visualization of the material flow on the belts and in the drum.
 Fully automatic dosing via recipe settings and/or manual dosing at any time via a single or total adjustment.

 Dosing and mixing recipe can be started independently of each other.

There are 10 scales and sprayers available for the weighing process in the basic version. The mixing of the product can then be 

started, paused, or stopped with the help of Play / Stop / Pause buttons (as on a video player).

Orders
For an order, the recipe, a customer or construction operation, silo and quantity can be specified and changed at any time, started 
or paused. The system memorizes the current production process. MIPRO M4 continues to provide the possibility to automati-
cally start a repeat order, or to preview production requirements before the start of the job.

User Access
Each user can be assigned 10 levels of access rights. Access is password protected.

Bitumen Correction
The bitumen dosage is automatically adjusted to the actual weighed amounts of other ingredients, so that as in the specified 

recipe, the predetermined bitumen percentage is always correct. This feature can be temporarily deactivated.

Manual Intervention
At any time during the production process, the operator can intervene via mouse 
clicks. The software architecture ensures a response time of less than100 ms. 

Setting of Parameters
Each component of a scale is customized via parameters. For the type of dosage 
alone there is a choice of 7 different variables  (coarse / fine, pulse, analysis using 
the fill speed, etc.)

Continuous Addition of RAP
With the use of precalculated recipes from the Asphalthek, the proportion of the 
current RAP can be adjusted at any time to suit actual temperatures. Simply set the slider to the desired value and the new target 
amount is either automatically added to the cold feeding or the mixing process. This sliding RAP addition function significantly 

increases the amounts of actually added RAP.

Trend Charts
For each connected analogue sensor, trend charts can be displayed at runtime, giving the manufacturer a transparent production 
process to facilitate the early detection of wear or technical malfunction.

M4 MIXING PROCESSM4 DRYING AND FEEDING

The MIPRO Asphalthek is a software package developed to control the production of asphalt from the MRP of the raw materials, 
the production of mix recipes through its controlling process, the subsequent process analysis, the data-archiving function until 
the display in different reports.

The control system MIPRO M4 contains special interfaces for the seamless integration into new or existing architectures with 
MIPRO Asphalthek. Here, the Asphalthek can be installed on the same computer or on any other workstations that are connected 
via local or regional networks. Below is a sampling of some of the features of Asphalthek:

Preparation Process
 Needs assessment (how much material is needed at what time).
 Assesses stock capacities in use (entered manually or automatically via interface to the lorry scale).

Recipe Development
	Combines and coordinates chosen mixes and doses.
 Automatic calculation of pre-dosing and mix recipes from given screenlines.
 Calculation of sliding RAP, considering screen lines, bitumen content and hardness, expansion times and the blending of
 different types of bitumen with different additives/ingredients.
 Support of recipe exchange with Asphaltheks in central laboratories/facilities.

Process Monitoring
 „Quick View“: an overview of the ongoing process in all connected Asphalthek systems.
 Immediate updates of all production measurements.
 Quality tracking via up-to-date protocols.

Process Analysis
 Calculation of energy cost per recipe or mix and the selected production time period.
 Analysis of total amount of added asphalt emulsion, per each recipe group (top layer, TDS, etc.) and recipe.
 Graphic analysis of time-based logs of all connected sensor systems and actuators.
 Additional logs at intervals of 200 ms for the analysis of plant accidents.

 Quality calculations on target / actual comparisons and temperature fluctuations.

Archiving and Reports
 Manual or automatic backups, with a „Pack and Go“ feature (information packaged on a USB stick).
 Generates daily reports with a weighted summary of all information to create machine logs.

MIPRO ASPHALTHEK
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